
Meet dynamic duo: 

mysteries of life.
On Saturday, January 11, Sarah Kay and Phil Kaye came to the Children’s Creativ-

ity Museum in San Francisco to perform. The audience buzzed with excitement and 
anticipation as stage lights illuminated two empty microphones, waiting for two 
tremendous demigods to appear.

Sarah and Phil stepped on stage to uproarious applause and immediately began 
reciting an old classic. Throughout the rest of the night, the duo intertwined solo 

performances with duets, familiar poems with original ones, and witty banter that could 
have stood alone as comedy acts. Phil presented a completely new work, an ode written 

from the perspective of his old computer, much to the surprise of both the audience and 
Sarah herself. Oftentimes when people imagine a poetry reading, they picture something 

monotone and dull. Sarah and Phil were anything but that; they gave an incredibly dynamic 
and entertaining performance.

Sarah and Phil are spending the rest of the month touring the country through Project 
VOICE, lecturing at schools, teaching poetry workshops, and appearing at more readings. The 
two have opened up the poetry community by welcoming all those who are interested, regard-
less of anyone’s talent or experience. They’ve shown that it’s possible to pursue any interest, 
no matter how impractical it may seem, as long as there’s commitment and passion.A. Esslinger
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by Michelle Huang
Web Editor

Sarah Kay: “It started with a sweater.”
Phil Kaye: “I was looking incredibly fly. First day of college orientation as a freshman… 

plus, I’m the type of a guy who’s always trying to make a good impression.
Sarah: “He looked like a tool.”
The story of this incredibly good-looking, happa power-duo started backstage at a talent 

show, where Sarah noticed Phil’s “tool-ish” sweater. The very same sweater gave Phil the 
courage to walk over and introduce himself to the beautiful girl with black curls. That night, 
the two strangers bonded over the spoken word poetry they both presented at Brown University’s 
talent show. Since then, they’ve graduated and founded Project VOICE, an organization that strives 
to bring poetry and creative expression to youth all across America. 

It’s hard to describe the magic of spoken word poetry. Through their words, Sarah and Phil can 
freeze historical events, pinpointing the exact moment hope arrived or chaos ensued. They can 
preserve any emotion they’re experiencing and share that moment with many others in whispers, 
in gestures, in roaring torrents, and smooth harmonies. I’ve watched Sarah Kay’s Love Letter from a 
Toothbrush to a Bicycle Tire move audience members to tears and Phil Kaye’s The Geico Gecko create 
widespread laughter. Wherever these two go, they share stories both humble and exalting about the 

by Madison Prestine
News Editor

Senior Marissa Rajczi is a self-proclaimed “cake pop pro.” 
Senior Jamie Leong testifies that she “dreams about [Rajczi’s] cake 
creations.” Rajczi’s highly 
sought after product was 
developed through Mr. Boll-
horst’s entrepreneur project 
back in her sophomore year. 
When it came time to select a 
product, Rajczi “volunteered 
[herself] for chief baker.” 
Rajczi led her team to suc-
cess; they donated over one 
thousand dollars to breast 
cancer research. 

When asked if she valued 
the skill she gained because 
of the school project, Rajczi 
affirms that “it was a useful 
skill because I continue to 
make them today, so being 
forced to do 400 of them may 
have been painful then, but now I’m a better and more creative baker.”  
Despite the termination of the graded portion of her cake pop journey, 

by Sarah Bainbridge
Culture Editor

The word “circus” often evokes images of striped 
tents, trained animals, acts such as “The World’s 
Strongest Man,” and gymnastics on horseback. 
These perceptions do not suitably describe 
Cirque du Soleil, a modern extravaganza that 
combines dance, music, storytelling and magic 
to add to the circus experience. With sixteen 
unique shows, this circus troupe has expanded 
the public’s view of circuses and created productions 
that incorporate elaborate handmade costumes and 
exquisite makeup that can take up 
to two hours to apply. 

Cirque du Soleil shows tour 
the United States, and the Bay 
Area is currently hosting its 
newest show, Amaluna in 
San Jose before moving 
on to New York for the 
month of March. Each 
production has a different 
plot and cast of characters 
that tell the story through 
the different acts. Amaluna is 
set on a mystical island ruled by 
different goddesses and is inhab-
ited by beautiful animals and Amazonian warriors. The story chronicles 
the coming of age of the queen’s daughter who falls in love with a 
prince whose crew washes ashore, along with the different obstacles 

they face to be together. 
There are twelve different acts in Amaluna, which 

includes everything from aerial straps, juggling, 
complicated balancing acts, and dances. The show 

often changes day-to-day, as acts are tweaked, 
cut or have new cast members; the program is 
more of a suggestion of what is to come rather 
than a definite line up of the acts. Each act 

transitions with either live music or dance, and, 
once in a while, clowns. Although the clowns are 

extremely different from the rest of the acts, they 
add levity and laughter to the performance.

Some of the most unforget-
table acts are the aerial straps 

which are included in two 
different acts, Storm, and 

the battle scene with 
the Valkyries who try 

to rescue the prince. 
The aerial acts reach 
into the audience and 

create moving shadow 
art on the walls of the 

tent. The audience gasps 
audibly every time the women 

swoop over the crowd. 
The idea of a traveling circus 

may not be new, but Cirque du Soleil adds depth and creativity to this 
old tradition. It is worth a trip to experience this masterpiece, and 
luckily it is not far for the residents of Los Gatos.

Circus comes to town

ROTM: Cake pops by Rajczi
Rajczi continues to bake them on a regular basis. She does not sell 
the baked goods, but makes them for special occasions because her 
friends love them; in the past she has created San Francisco Giants 
themed cake pops for a celebration. 

Rajczi would love to open 
her own bakery, but has 
other passions in the field of 
biology. Plus, she laughs and 
adds that, “opening my own 
shop would probably guar-
antee another fifty pounds 
on the scale, and I would 
probably have to create an 
intense exercise regime to 
balance out the cake poppery 
business.”

If you are interested in 
serving cake pops at your 
next event, contact Rajczi 
on Facebook and she can 
provide further details. Or 
if you enjoyed this feature 
article and think she is cool, 

she asked me to advise for a biking partner to help her train for the 
Wildflower triathlon in May. 

M. Prestine
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Editor-in-Chief

Crowds of people lined up in downtown Santa Cruz, many 
united by wearing the iconic three-eyed, straight mouthed logo 
of Hieroglyphics (as seen below). Six members of Hieroglyph-
ics, an Oakland-based rap collective, performed at the Catalyst 
Club on Jan. 25.

Hieroglyphics is often cited as one of the greatest influ-
ences to the Bay Area rap scene, on the same level of esteemed 
local hip hop legends Mac Dre, Too Short, and Andre Nickatina. 
What sets the group apart is it’s members ability to make a 
name for themselves through underground culture and their 
complex rhymes and topics.

The group is composed of several Bay Area natives, like 
Casual, Domino, DJ Toure, and Del tha Funkee Homosapien, 
the rapper who designed their ubiquitous logo and collaborated 
on the Gorillaz hit, Clint Eastwood. Today, Hieroglyphics also 
includes former Souls of Mischief members, Phesto, A-Plus, 
Opio, and Tajai. With a devoted following in the Bay Area, the 
Catalyst, a venue they have frequented several times since 
the 1990s, was filled in both the general admission area and 
all of the balconies.

Hieroglyphics have endured many of the transformations 
in the world of hip hop. As one of the members mentioned 
onstage, they have withstood its various periods, including the 
Golden, Gangsta, and “Swag” Ages. Even though they formed 
over 20 years ago, the cheers from the audiences have done 
nothing but become more enthusiastic, as evidenced by the 
crowd’s reaction at their latest show.

Hieroglyphics chose to sample from their broad repertoire 
created over the years in their playlist. They performed popular 
favorites like You Never Knew from their 1998 album 3rd Eye 
Vision, Fantasy Island from their 2003 album Full Circle, and 
Livin’ It Up from their latest 2013 album The Kitchen. All their 
songs evoked a strongly positive response from their Bay Area 
fans, with many rapping the words along with the performers 
onstage and dancing with their friends.

Rap returns
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